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Brooklyn Queens Connector streetcar could be a transit equalizer
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R. Kelly Facing Reworked Federal Indictment With New Allegation
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Report: ICE Still Making Arrests In And Around NY Courthouses, Despite State Directive
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Interview: 'Joker' Production Designer Explains How NYC Became Gotham City
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14-Year-Old Girl From Top N.Y.C. Schools Disappears After Getting into Subway Station Last Week
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Off-Duty Secret Service Agent Guns Down Leashed Dog In Brooklyn
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It's never been more expensive to live in Brooklyn's trendiest neighborhood
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‘The Mandalorian’ and ‘Game of Thrones’ Lead the Pack - 2020 Visual Effects Society Awards Nominees
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BIG and WXY unveils "playful" transformation of Downtown Brooklyn
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Brooklyn Comes Alive 2020 lineup, collaborations & tribute sets
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NYPD Increasing Presence In Some Neighborhoods Following Six Alleged Anti-Semitic Incidents
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Jay-Z Outdid Himself With This $2.2 Million Patek Philippe
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Rapper Tekashi 6ix9ine Sentenced to Two Years in Prison After Testifying Against Former Gang
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Captain America: Brooklyn's Bronze Statue Gets in the Holiday Spirit
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Photos: 'Subway Swing' Party Transports New Yorkers Back To The Jazz Era
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City Reaches $625,000 Settlement With Woman Whose Baby Was Ripped From Her Arms
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Apple Releases MacOS Catalina 10.15.2: Remote Control Music, Password Problems Addressed, MacBook Pro Fixes
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Apple Pay will be soon be accepted in MTA stations
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Only NY Pays Tribute to the Big Apple With Colorful Holiday 2019 Collection
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Mini Cooper EV’s Range Matches Its Size
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Former Mexican official arrested on U.S. drug trafficking charges
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Pedestrian Fatally Struck By Elderly Driver While Crossing Street In Brooklyn
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De Blasio: Controversial 'Thin Blue Line' Flags At NYPD Stations Could Be Photoshopped
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A 1930s Soda Factory in Brooklyn Has Transformed Into a Modern Bathhouse
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Police & D.A. Confusion About Hemp Law Could Cost Local Business Owner His Livelihood
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Martin Scorsese Returning to 1970s Music Scene With New Doc for Imagine Entertainment
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MADONNA CANCELS MORE DATES
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With Brooklyn Nets, Kyrie Irving Is Becoming the Leader Boston Celtics Needed
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New York Travel Tips for the first-time visitor
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Brooklyn Man Charged With Encouraging Islamic State Subway Attacks
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Thanksgiving Dinner Served on the L Train
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Orthodox Jews opening up their wallets for Trump in 2020
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Michael Bloomberg Is Really Running For President
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Airbnb Tests Teaming With Google’s Vacation Rental Business in the U.S.
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How to Buy Your First Thanksgiving Turkey
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R. Kelly's Girlfriend Joycelyn Savage Says She Is a 'Victim' as She Speaks Out Against the Singer
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29 Things to See and Do in New York City
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Photos: Protesters And NYPD Clash At Rally Against Subway Policing In Harlem
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MTA floods NYC subway entrance because ‘climate change is real’
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Allegedly 'Fast And Loose' Contractor Charged With Manslaughter After Deadly Wall Collapse
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Brooklyn Landlord Does An About Face On Facial Recognition Plan
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This Solar Energy Company Fired Its Construction Crew After They Unionized
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How to Style a Festive Front Door for the Holidays
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Federal Government Asks Federal Judge To Dismiss New York State’s Lawsuit Over ICE In Courts
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“Less is enough”: New York’s Edition Studio on graphic design as an editing process
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What’s Lost When Black Children Are Socialized into a White World
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Philly's Best Fried Chicken Arrives In Bushwick
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Should You Find Your Friends?
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                    Jul  1, 2019
                    
                    Bay Ridge
                  
                  
                      Cisco CVR-X2-SFP V02
                      As new TwinGig converter module
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                    Dec  3, 2019
                    
                    MyBrooklyn
                  
                  
                      Exotic Car Gear Inc.
                      Exoticcargear.com is a unique online car accessory store, which is regarded for offering in-house manufactured carbon fiber components and high quality customized accessories to enhance the standard and service of world – best car brands, from BMW, Audi, Ferrari, Lamborghini, Volkswagen, Lotus, Maseratic, Mercedes Benz to McLaren and more. The large variety of our products not only gives you many ultimate looks and varieties to choose from, but the greater volume of production affords us greater speeds in delivering you a completed product.
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                    Jun 24, 2020
                    
                    Brooklyn Heights
                  
                  
                      AHD Clinic
                      "The U.S. ranks dead last in preventable deaths among the 19 leading industrialized nations! We’re clearly off target in our approach to healthcare.
Over 70 million Americans live with chronic pain—back pain and headaches top the list. Back pain is the leading cause of adult disability in America, costing more than cancer and heart disease combined.
In 2008, the New York Times declared: “Despite spending $86 billion in 2005 on spine treatments, impaired function is increasing and we’re losing the battle against back pain. The biggest surge in spending has been for…narcotic pain relievers.”
Newsweek stated that prescription drugs are the fourth leading cause of death, killing twice as many Americans as AIDS or suicide, and more than accidents or diabetes. This doesn’t even include outpatient care, malpractice, improper use of drugs or over-the-counter medications.
My Strategy: Resolve your health conditions and other life problems from a holistic mindset and approach. “Holistic” means caring for the person as a whole (whole mind, whole body and whole spirit) instead of just as an accumulation of symptoms.
I’ve dedicated my life to bringing holistic care to my patients and a holistic message to the world in order to solve pain and health issues and contribute to the solution of larger global concerns."
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                    Jan 17, 2021
                    
                    Bensonhurst
                  
                  
                      Download itunes without Microsoft Store (As of 2021.01.17)
                      If you need iTunes for Windows and you do not want to go to store 
Here is the link 
https://www.apple.com/itunes/download/win64
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Taste Of China




打开 11:00 AM
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Bab Marrakech
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Bagel Boy




打開直到 10:00 PM
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Inaka Asian Fusion
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Marco Polo Ristorante
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Olma Food Xxi
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Kotti Berliner Döner Kebab
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Schnitzel Haus
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Kevin's
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Red Hook Lobster Pound




打开 11:30 AM
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Table 87
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John's Deli




打开 07:00 AM
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Wendy's
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Stewart's Restaurant




打開直到 12:00 AM
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Tajadas Colombianas




打开 06:00 PM
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Abbey Air Conditioning Svce




打开 09:00 AM
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Caroline & George Corp
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Bubbles & Suds Laundromat




打开 07:00 AM
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Bayridge Plumbing Solutions




打開直到 12:00 AM







We are a complete plumbing service company has been in business for many years. We have been recognized since our opening day for providing outstanding services at very affordable prices. Excellent customer services is our number one priority, that’s why we strive to satisfied your needs. We provide many service such as installation, repair or replacement of all waterlines, gas lines, toilets, sinks, showers, tubs. We also service and maintain dish washers and washing machines. We also repair, install and replace traditional water heaters and tank less water heaters. Our specialist can also clean the drain for any clogs, we also perform video camera inspection for sewer lines.
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Macgray Inc
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A and B Carpeting
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Big Laundry Store




打开 09:30 AM
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Bay Ridge French Cleaners




打开 08:00 AM
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Mr. Vacuum Stores




打开 10:00 AM







With more than 32 years of experience, Mr. Vacuum Stores offers the lowest prices for vacuum cleaners and repair services in Brooklyn, NY and the surrounding area. Whether you own a Hoover, Dyson or Kirby, we have the skills and knowledge to get your vacuum running smoothly again. We also offer a wide range of supplies including filters, HEPA filters, bags and chemicals.Looking to purchase a new vacuum cleaner? We carry the top brands and are an authorized dealer for Miele. We guarantee you won't find a better price - we will match or beat any price. We welcome school and management accounts, be sure to ask our friendly staff today.
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Anthony Peter Carpet & Upholstery




打开 07:00 AM
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Wholly Cleaning & Maintenance




打开 07:00 AM
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Sterling Water Heaters
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A and B Carpet Cleaners
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Laundry On 3rd




打开 08:00 AM
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Safety King




打开 06:30 AM
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Bay Ridge Chrysler




打开 09:00 AM
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Allstate Insurance Agent: Nicole Guzzone




打开 09:00 AM







As a Personal Financial Representative in Brooklyn, I know many local families. My knowledge and understanding of the people in this community help me provide customers with an outstanding level of service. I look forward to helping families like yours protect the things that are important - your family, home, car and more. I can also help you prepare a strategy to achieve your financial goals.
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Empire Auto Leasing




打开 09:00 AM







Empire auto leasing is a boutique auto leasing and sales agency. We are a SERVICE-ORIENTED business catering to discerning clients WHO are looking for cars and deals that perfectly FIT their needs. We provide OUR clients with a simple. Easy solution to finding their next auto. We work with HIGH-VOLUME dealers and insure that every promotion and incentive is passed on to OUR clients. Searching for a CAR is oftentimes a time consuming and stressful process. It doesn't have to BE anymore. Empire auto leasing finds the CAR OUR clients are looking for. Negotiates on their behalf. And delivers the vehicle right to their doors. We strive to save OUR clients time and turn the process of buying or leasing a NEW CAR into an easy. Stress free experience.
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Kahn Gordon Timko & Rodriques P.C. - Brooklyn Law Firm




打开 09:00 AM
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High End Auto Leasing




打开 09:00 AM
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Harbor Freight Tools




打开 08:00 AM
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Clean Car Soft Touch




打开 08:00 AM







Soft Touch has been a car wash for over 50 years. It was established in the 1960's as "Pop In Car Wash" when Doo Wop was the rage and the Beatles invaded America. Next were the 1970's, and while discos were on every Bay Ridge corner and the greasers hung out at Mitches on 86th, Pop In was already a neighborhood staple. Although many things have come and gone in Bay Ridge, Pop In-now Soft Touch Car Wash-is still here, washing cars cleaner, softer and shinier than ever! New management rebuilt the location in December 2005. Several years of research, development and investment now offer the Bay Ridge community the service and products they richly deserve. Proper equipment selection and the correct use of the right quantity of chemicals make the cars we wash come out cleaner and shinier than ever before or anywhere else. The equipment we use follow the latest technology. The materials and chemicals we use are soft, spongy and, above all, non harmful to your vehicle. Just talk to our customers. They will tell you they have never seen this type of equipment or process. That is our greatest asset.
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Beinert, Thaniel J




打开 08:00 AM
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NYC Glass Corp.




打开 09:00 AM
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Lwp Lucky Window Products Inc




打开 08:30 AM
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Sandy Xu - State Farm Insurance Agent




打开 09:00 AM







Our mission is to help people manage the risks of everyday life, recover from the unexpected and realize their dreams.
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Brooklyn Battery Works
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Lexus of Brooklyn
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Millennium Steel Rack Rental
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Auto Help Line Inc




打开 09:00 AM
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Robert V Vitolo MD




打开 08:00 AM
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Housing Works
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Dr. Vanthanh Ly, MD
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Lutheran Pharmacy




打开 09:00 AM
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Cooper Panariello Eye Institute
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Skin Station - Brooklyn




打开 10:00 AM
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American Certified




打开 09:00 AM
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Preferred Health Partners




打开 09:00 AM
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Susan G Amico D P M




打开 09:00 AM
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Cohen Matthew A
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Maimonides Medical Center
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Supercuts




打开 09:00 AM







Supercuts hair salon in Brooklyn at Brooklyn Heights Shopping Ctr offers a variety of services from consistent, quality haircuts for men and women to color services--all at an affordable price. Plus, shop for all the shampoos, conditioners and styling products you need to keep your new style looking great. Come to Supercuts at 108 Montague St for quality haircut at a moment's notice.
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Dorfman Organization LTD




打开 09:00 AM
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Brazilian Butt-Lift




打开 10:00 AM
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Prema Yoga




打开 07:00 AM
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Henry's Florist




打开 09:00 AM







Henry's Flower Shop has been proudly serving Brooklyn for over 75 years. We are family owned and operated since 1929 in the Brooklyn area. We are committed to offering only the finest floral arrangements and gifts, backed by service that is friendly and prompt. Because all of our customers are important, our professional staff is dedicated to making your experience a pleasant one. That is why we always go the extra mile to make your floral gift perfect.
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Citi Bike
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Joan's 5th Ave Inc




打开 10:00 AM
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Court Cycles




打开 11:00 AM
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Wanderlustre




打开 11:00 AM
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Perfect Assembly




打开 09:00 AM
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Sprint Store




打开 11:00 AM







At Sprint stores, you get the phones you want with the plans you can't pass up. Come visit our helpful and knowledgeable staff of experts ready to answer your important questions.  Get the Sprint Family Share Pack.  And our “Ready Now” program, has you using your new phone by the time you walk out the front door. With our Buyback program, we offer account credits for your old eligible device. Come visit or call to find what you're looking for at your local Sprint Store.  
It's the best value in wireless.
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Brooklyn Women's Exchange Inc




打开 11:00 AM
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Bridal Dreams Mall




打开 11:00 AM
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UPS




打开 08:00 AM
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Parkway Flower Shop




打开 09:00 AM
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Bay Ridge Bicycle World




打开 10:00 AM
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Panache Hair and Skin




打开 10:00 AM
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Blue&Black Barbers/Apothecary




打开 11:00 AM







Blue&Black Barbers and Apothecary:  Mens barbershop and apothecary in Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn.
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Raaka Chocolate




打开 10:00 AM







We craft chocolate from bean to bar in Red Hook, Brooklyn. This is our factory! You can stop by any time to try our chocolates, or schedule a formal tour and tasting on our website. We also offer chocolate-making classes almost every Saturday. You'll taste the wide variety of bean flavors across the world, load our stone grinders with your own ingredients and mold your own bars.
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DJ Byrd Productions





打開直到 12:00 AM
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Satis & Fy
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City Lights Entertainment Ltd
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Gallery 364
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Shipwrecked Brooklyn












New York City's theatrical indoor miniature golf adventure!
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BounceU




打开 09:30 AM
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Scanlan Glass
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Plymouth Church School




打开 09:00 AM
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Play Days and Parties




打开 10:00 AM







Just because the kids are out of school it does not mean they still can't be in a safe, warm, environment.  
 
 
Here at Play Days and Parties we offer camps all year round. When public schools are out, day camp is in!  
 
 
Our Summer, Spring and Winter camps offers a nurturing, safe environment for young children. We host 2 sets of age groups: 2 yrs to 5 yrs and 6 yrs to 9 yrs. Our groups will be small which enables us to provide great attention to each child. Our staff is young, mature and full of energy. Each group will have no more than 10 children. Each group will be assigned one Head counselor, Assistant counselor and at least one volunteer counselor. We have story-time, arts and crafts, occasional movie time, music, games and much more. Weekly field trips are optional and will be available at an additional cost subsequent to each parent's signed authorization.  
 
 
Our indoor facility includes a playroom, craft room, pizza room and "quiet" room.  
 
 
Daily trips to Owl's Head Park will take place during our summer and spring camps.  
 
 
Holiday Camp...When the kids are off from school drop them off somewhere cool. For just $70 a day your children will be in a fun, safe environment.  
 
 
Space Limited Call Now and Save A Spot.
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Ohm Acoustic




打開直到 06:00 AM


















																						
																	

									

								

																																

					


				

			

					

	










Brooklyn community forum for Brooklynites ran by Brooklynites. As Local as it gets: Businesses, News, Classifieds, New Deals, Food and Parcel Delivery, Real Estate and more. Let’s get everyone on the same page!



Email us: info@mybrooklyn.com
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